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1. EASY Kamala Harris resigned on Monday from her position as the junior U.S. Senator from what state?  
2. TV NEW Which former co-host on Today and anchor of the CBS Evening News has been announced as one of the 
rotating hosts of Jeopardy!?  
3. THESE UNITED STATES (3-point Q) Which three properties on a standard Monopoly board are named after states 
that formally seceded during the American Civil War?  
4. FILM OLD/MEDIUM Which singer played god in the 1999 movie Dogma?  
5. SPORTS Of the teams left in the NFL playoffs, which has never won a Super Bowl title?  
6. WILDCARD What word can be used to identify several towns in England, a member of the Eagles, or a type of shirt?  
7. WORLD HISTORY What organization did the United States Senate vote against joining 100 years ago this week?  
8. LITERATURE What Pulitzer Prize winning novel and movie of the 1930s ends with the line, “After all, tomorrow is 
another day”?  
9. POP MUSIC (2-point Q) Which music producer who helped craft hits for the Ronettes and the Beatles died in prison 
last week, and what name was given to the production style he made famous?  
10. SCIENCE What well known member of the opiate family of drugs was named after the Greek god of dreams?  
11. POP CULTURE Which actress was in the news last week for asking people not to call her by the first name she used 
when winning an Oscar for Best Supporting Actress?  
12. SPORTS By what other name is the outlawed wrestling move “Double Headlock” also known?  
13. FOOD/FASHION Tuesday was a national day in honor of what high-fiber snack food?  
14. WILDCARD/FEUD (2-point Feud Q) According to the United Nations, what country is the largest producer of tobacco 
in the world?  
15. ANAGRAM: Few Throttle Leo’s Flaw = (Film of the last 20 years) 
IMAGRAM #0067:  
16. ABBREVIATION: VTOL = (Harrier Jet) 
17. PRESIDENTIAL HISTORY (2-point Q) In which two cities other than Washington D.C. have Presidential 
Inaugurations taken place?  
18. FILM NEW Who originated the role of Aaron Burr in the musical Hamilton and now plays Sam Cooke in the movie 
One Night in Miami?  
19. SPORTS Who is the only player in the history of Major League Baseball to have hit 60 or more homeruns in a season 
three times?  
20. WILDCARD Which internet search engine that does not collect personal data set a company record earlier this month 
by conducting over 100 million searches in a single day?  
21. LOCAL (3-point Q) Which three California counties are sometimes referred to as the Emerald Triangle due to their 
production of marijuana?  
22. GEOGRAPHY Which European country consists primarily of the Jutland Peninsula?  
23. TV MEDIUM/OLD Nearly 72% of all TVs in the United States tuned into what TV show during this week in 1953 to 
watch the main character have a baby?  
24. THIS CORPORATE WORLD (2-point Q) Which entrepreneur and Trump confidante made news last week when his 
notes became visible to the press, and what is the name of the product he pitches on TV?  
25. ODD NEWS In an event that some say reflects a legend predicting the fall of the United Kingdom a bird of what 
species has been reported missing from the Tower of London and presumed dead?  
 
26. SONG #1 (Oldie):  
27. SONG #2 (1980s):  
28. SONG #3 (1990s):  
29. SONG #4 (2000s):  
30. SONG #5 (2010s):  
 
TIE-BREAKER: According to the Guinness Book of World Records, how many novels did prolific romance novelist 
Barbara Cartland publish in her lifetime?  
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